Steel Coatings (SSC) and Concrete Coatings (CCS) Technical Committee Meeting Agenda
Wednesday, June 13, 2018

Attendance: Todd Bennett (Chair - MODOT), Kelly Morse (Vice Chair - ILDOT), Vince Glick (AASHTO) Katheryn Malusky (AASHTO), Ed Collins (NYDOT), Allen Gallistel (MNDOT), Scott Wutzke (NDDOT), Dave Kuniega (PennDot), Derrick Castle (Sherwin Williams), Robert Leggat (KTA)

1. Manufacturer Provided Information
   a. Provide Viscosity Spindle as a required data entry field during DataMine application submission. – In Progress (Vince NTPEP)
      i. Tuesday or Thursday next week

2. Solids by Volume (%) ASTM D 2697
   a. Eliminate the need for volume solids on components. Changing to an optional field during DataMine Application submission – In Progress (Vince NTPEP)
      i. Tuesday or Thursday next week

3. ASTM D5395 will used for testing and go out for ballot
   a. Solids by Volume on the Mixed Paint will not be on the individual paints

4. ASTM D2369
   a. Currently running on solids for all coatings. Different results when evaluating silanes/siloxanes.
   b. Will use D5095 for poly-siloxane coatings. Added to draft work plan being sent out for ballot week of 6/12/2018 – Complete
   c. Updating DataMine to include D5095 post-ballot – In progress

5. CCS Committee Work Plan Rewrite
   a. Draft Complete – sending out for ballot week of 6/12/2018

6. Industry Concerns
   a. Proposition to distinguish between standard coating systems and high performance coating systems currently being developed.
b. NTPEP to require the laboratory to calculate % Chloride Ion Reduction when performing Chloride Ion Penetration Resistance
   i. Development of a user’s guide
      1. T259 T260 change to a different process; this may prompt a need for guidance amongst participants
      2. Consideration for a taskforce after the inclusion of Chloride Ion Reduction into the Work Plan

7. Long term coatings project (Bobby Mead)
   a. Update (Derrick Castle) - Pooled fund study is moving forward
      i. Lead: KYDOT
      ii. In the process of gathering contact information for all 50 states regarding the coatings decision makers – providing awareness of the program to make the individual state commitment as economical as possible.

8. Open Discussion
   a. Provide formal notification as a follow-up to the recent automated notification of assignment to KTA for product evaluation

9. Action Items for next Quarterly:
   a. Informational Review - Color task force & Long Term Coatings Project (Bobby Mead)
   b. Retroactively populate “Date Testing Completed” test data field